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1. Summary. In this paper we extend the Wedderburn Principal

Theorem and the Malcev Theorem for associative algebras to certain

infinite dimensional algebras. Let A be an algebra over the base field

F having (Jacobson) radical N. The Wedderburn Principal Theorem

states that if N is nilpotent and if A/N is a finite dimensional sepa-

rable algebra over F, then A is cleft. The Malcev Theorem, as gen-

eralized by Tihomirov [7], states that under these hypotheses any

two cleavings of A are conjugate. (See §2 for the definitions of these

terms.) Curtis [3] has generalized these theorems to the case where

()t=1Nk=0 and A is complete with respect to the topology in which

the powers of N form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of

zero. In §3 we show that the Wedderburn Principal Theorem holds

for such an algebra A in the case where A/N has countable dimension

over the base field. To generalize the Malcev Theorem, we drop this

dimensionality restriction, but the following hypothesis on the radi-

cal is needed: for every positive integer », N"/Nn+1 is assumed to be

complete with respect to a topology in which a fundamental system

of neighborhoods of zero is composed of centralizers of finite dimen-

sional separable:subalgebras of A/N (when Nn/Nn+1 is considered as

an A/N-modu\e). With these conditions it is shown in §4 that any

two cleavings of A are conjugate. The necessity for this additional

hypothesis in the Malcev Theorem is shown in §5 by an example in

which A/N is of dimension No over F and iV2 = 0.

2. Introduction. By an algebra A over the base field F we shall

mean an associative algebra of possibly infinite dimension over F.

The (Jacobson) radical of A shall be denoted by N. To denote the

direct sum of two vector subspaces B and C of A, when A is con-

sidered as a vector space over F, we shall use the notation B ® C. The

algebra A will be called locally separable in case every finite set of

elements of A is contained in a finite dimensional (over F) separable

subalgebra of A.
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If rG-<4 has a quasi-inverse r', then the mapping a—>aT = a—ar—r'a

-\-r'ar, for a£A, is an automorphism of A, called the quasi-inner

automorphism of A generated by r. (Note that ar = (l— r)_1a(l— r) if

A has an identity element.) Uros =r-\-s—rs, then it is easy to verify

that if r and 5 have quasi-inverses, (ar)* = ar0*, for aG-4. If the algebra

A contains a subalgebra 5 such that A =59N, then A is said to be

cleft and such an expression for A is called a cleaving of A. Two cleav-

ings of A, say A=S®N = S*@N, are said to be conjugate if 5 can be

mapped onto S* by a quasi-inner automorphism of A generated by an

element of N.

A topology can be imposed on A by taking the sets Nk (¿ = 1, 2, • • •)

as a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero. If we assume that

the radical N has the property that n*°-i Nk=0, then A with respect

to this topology is a Hausdorff topological ring. In this case we shall

call the topology the N-adic topology of A. With the Af-adic topology

A is a metrizable space, so the usual idea of completeness in terms of

Cauchy sequences is applicable.

3. A generalization of the Wedderburn Principal Theorem.

Lemma. Let A be an algebra over the base field F having radical N

with fltLi Nk = 0, such that A is complete with respect to the N-adic

topology and A /N is a finite dimensional separable algebra over F. Let

E be a closed subalgebra of A, such that E/iEC\N) is a finite dimen-

sional separable algebra over F. Then for a cleaving E=D®iEC\N) of

E, there exists a cleaving of A, A=B@N, such that BZ)D-

Proof. Since E is closed, EC\N is a (right) quasi-regular ideal of E.

Also E/iEC\N) is semi-simple, so E(~\N is the radical of E. Let

H = D®NC.A =B'®N, where B'@N is a cleaving of A (which exists

by the result of Curtis [3] mentioned in §1). This gives another cleav-

ing of H, H=D'@N with D'CB'. D^E/iEC\N) which is a finite
dimensional separable algebra over F. Since N is open, H — D@N is

an open subalgebra, hence it is closed. Thus, H is complete with

respect to the induced topology. By Curtis' results there exists a

quasi-inner automorphism of H generated by an element of N that

maps D' onto D. This can be extended to A and it will map B' onto

some B such that DQB. This proves the lemma.

Theorem 1. Let A be an algebra over the base field F having radical

N with HtLi Nk — Q, such that A is complete with respect to the N-adic

topology and such that A /N is a locally separable algebra of dimension

á K o over F. Then A is cleft.

Proof. By the hypotheses there exists in A/N a nondecreasing
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sequence of finite dimensional separable subalgebras Tk over

F(k = l, 2, • • ■ ) such that A/N=\J?=1 Tk. Let âu ck, a3, ■ ■ ■ be a
basis of A/N over F such that the first k„ elements form a basis of Tn

over F (« = 1, 2, • • • ). In A take representatives Oi, a2, a3, • • • of

these and for each « let Cn be the closure in A for the A^-adic topology

of the subalgebra generated over F by ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , akn. It is easily

seen that under the canonical mapping of A onto A/N, Cn maps

onto rn. Also n"=.i (CnC\N)k = 0, and since C„ is closed, Cn(~\N is the

radical of Cn. Thus, C„ is complete with respect to the induced topol-

ogy and by Curtis' result there exists a subalgebra Dn of C„ such that

Cn = Dn®(Cnr\N).

Suppose we have the cleavings Cí = Dí@(CíÍ\N), i = l, 2, ■ ■ • ,

« —1, such that ACAC • • • CA-i. Consider C„3C„_i. By the
lemma and the above results, there exists a cleaving C„ = Z>„ ffi (Cnf~^N)

such that Dn-iEDn. Hence, we have a nondecreasing sequence of

subalgebras of A, ACACAC • • • , such that C„ = A.©(C»niV),
« = 1, 2, • • • . Take D = U»"Li Dk. Then A =D ® N is the desired cleav-
ing.

4. A generalization of the Malcev-Tihomirov Theorem. Let A be

an algebra over the field F having radical N. If if is any two-sided

A/N-modu\e, we define for dEA/N

M(a) = {m E M\md = am},

and for TEA/N,

M(Y) =   n  M (a).
ser

Note that M(a) and N(T) are additive subgroups of M.

Theorem 2. Let A be an algebra over the base field F having radical N

with fl£,i Nk=0, such that A is complete with respect to the N-adic

topology and such that A/N is locally separable over F. For every positive

integer n, Nn = Nn/Nn+1 is assumed to be complete with respect to the

topology 3„ in which the sets N„(T), for V running through all finite

dimensional separable subalgebras of A/N, form a fundamental system

of neighborhoods of zero. Then any two cleavings of A are conjugate.

Remark. It is easily seen that the sets Nn(T), for T running

through all finite dimensional separable subalgebras of A/N, form a

fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero for a topology on A7",,.

However, it is not, in general, a Hausdorff topology. We take com-

pleteness in the sense of Bourbaki [2, Chap. 2, §3] and we shall use

the Bourbaki terminology throughout the proof.
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Proof. Suppose the cleavings of A are A =S@N=S*® N. If a£.S,

by a* we mean that element of S* such that a=a* (mod N).

Case 1. Assume that N* = 0. In this case the quasi-inner auto-

morphism of A generated by rGA7 takes the form ar = a—ar+ra,

a£.A. Considering N as an A/N-moàw\e, we have that two elements

of N generate quasi-inner automorphisms of A mapping aÇ^A onto

the same element if and only if their difference lies in the A-module

Nia).
Let C be a finite dimensional separable subalgebra of 5 with

TQA/N its image under the canonical mapping of A onto A/N.

Then there exists a finite dimensional separable subalgebra C* of S*,

such that C®N=C*@N. By the Malcev-Tihomirov Theorem [7],

there exists a quasi-inner automorphism of C@N generated by an

element rGA7 such that Cr = C*. The set of all rGA7 generating this

quasi-inner automorphism we shall call R?. By the above results Rt

is just a coset of N(T) in N.

We next prove that the collection {Rr}, where T runs through all

finite dimensional separable subalgebras of A/N, forms a filter base.

Let r and V be two finite dimensional separable subalgebras of A/N.

By the local separability of A/N, there exists a finite dimensional

separable subalgebra A of A/N containing V and V'. Then clearly

RaC.Rt/~\Rt-, so {Rt } is a filter base. When we consider N with the

topology 3 formed by taking the sets N(T) as neighborhoods of zero,

we see that { Rt } forms a Cauchy filter base because Rt is a coset of

A^r). By the completeness of N, this filter base has a limit rGA7.

Therefore, r is in the closure of each Rt; and since Rt, being an open

coset, is closed, rÇS\Rr. Then SrQS*. Since the mapping is clearly

onto, we have Sr = S*, which concludes the proof of Case 1.

Remark. The completeness hypothesis on N is not unduly strong

because convergence of all Cauchy filters is equivalent to convergence

of Cauchy filters with a base of cosets of the .¿V(r)'s. Indeed, let 5 be

any Cauchy filter in N for the topology 3. For each N(T), if contains

exactly one coset of N(T); let 5' be the collection of these cosets.

Then 5' is a Cauchy filter base, and being coarser then 5, its con-

vergence implies that of 9\ On the other hand, if 3r converges to

rGA7, r is a limit point of 3, hence of $', so it is a limi.. of S'. Thus,

5 converges if and only if $' converges.

Case 2. We now remove the restriction that N2 = 0. We use in-

duction. Suppose there exist elements r<GAr<, t = l, 2, • • • , ra —1,

such that

(1) ar'°-• •0r»-1 = a* (mod A7"), for all a ES.
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Let S' be the image of 5 under the quasi-inner automorphism of A

generated by n o • • • o rn_i. Then S'®Nn = S*®Nn. Let *n be the

canonical mapping of A onto A/Nn+1. (We shall write the mapping

symbol on the right.) We define Nn = Nn*n = Nn/Nn+l and An = S'*n

@Nn = S**n@Nn. Then A^ = 0 and AJNn is semi-simple and locally

separable. Therefore, Nn is the radical of An and we can apply the

process of Case 1 to the algebra An. We thus have a collection {Rn,T}

of cosets of A^„(r) in Nn, where Y runs through all finite dimensional

separable subalgebras of A /N. This collection is a Cauchy filter base

for the topology 3n. By the hypothesis of completion of Nn with

respect to this topology, there exists an element rnENn such that

rn*nEr\Rn,T. Then rn*n generates a quasi-inner automorphism of An

that maps S'*n onto S**n, that is, for this rnENn the relation (1) is

true with « replaced by « + 1. This completes the induction step.

We have thus constructed a sequence {rBj,r„£ii"(» = l,2, • • ■ )

such that (1) holds for each positive integer «. Hence, with respect

to the Af-adic topology, the sequence {ai0• • •°rn — a*} has limit 0.

The sequence f\, n o r2, ri o r2 o r3, • • • is a Cauchy sequence in A

for the A7-adic topology and hence has a limit r E N. Also the sequence

obtained from this one by taking quasi-inverses of each term

is a Cauchy sequence and converges to r'EN. For each a ES we

have a*— aTi°"-0rn = a*—a-\-a(ri o • • • o rn) + (n o • • • o rn)'a

— (ri o ■ • • o rn)'a(ri o ■ ■ ■ o rn). Taking limits of both sides with

respect to the A^-adic topology of A, we get a* —ar. Since this is true

for each a£S, we have STES* and clearly this mapping is onto.

Thus, rEN generates a quasi-inner automorphism of A which maps

S onto S*. This proves Theorem 2.

Corollary 1. Let A be an algebra over the base field F having radical

N with C\"^i iV*=0, such that A is complete with respect to the N-adic

topology and such that A/N is a finite dimensional separable algebra over

F. Then any two cleavings of A are conjugate.

Proof. For any positive integer w, all the ^„(r) can be deleted

except Nn(A/N) itself and the topology 3„ is unchanged. A Cauchy

filter on Nn for the topology 3„ contains a coset of Nn(A/N) and any

element of this coset is a limit of the filter. Hence, Nn is complete and

the result follows from Theorem 2.

Corollary 1 is Curtis' generalization of the Malcev Theorem [3].

Corollary 2, which follows below, is a result of Kurockin [5].

Corollary 2. Let A be an algebra over the base field F having a

finite dimensional radical N such that A/N is locally separable. Then

any two cleavings of A are conjugate.
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Proof. Since N is finite dimensional, it is nilpotent, i.e., there

exists a positive integer m such that Nm = 0. From this it easily follows

that A is complete with respect to the A-adic topology. Let ra be a

positive integer smaller than raz. If Y and Y' are finite dimensional

separable subalgebras of A/N such that T^r', then Nn(Y)CNn(Y').

Since Nn is finite dimensional and A/N is locally separable, there

exists a finite dimensional separable subalgebra A of A/N such that

A7«(A) has minimal dimension in the set of all A7n(r). Although A is

not unique, it is easily seen that all such minimal A7„(A) are equal.

Thus a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero consists just of

the set A7«(A). As in the proof of Corollary 1, it follows that A7,, is

complete with respect to the topology 3„. The conclusion of the

corollary now follows from the theorem.

5. Example. We shall construct an algebra A over the field F of

rational numbers having radical N with N2 = 0, such that A/N is a

separable field of dimension fc$0 over F, but such that A has two non-

conjugate cleavings. This will show the necessity of having some

additional hypothesis on the radical, as in Theorem 2, in order that

the Malcev Theorem be true when A/N is not finite dimensional.

Note that since A72 = 0, A will be complete with respect to the A-adic

topology.

Let f„ be a primitive 2n+1th root of unity for ra = 0, 1, 2, • • • , and

f„ = l for ra<0. For each nonnegative integer ra, we consider the field

Kn = F(Çn) and let K=\Jñ^o Kn. K is then a separable field of dimen-

sion K o over F. Let A7 be the set of all K 0-tuples over K in which

there are only a finite number of nonzero terms. With the usual opera-

tions A is a vector space over K; let en be the fc$0-tuple with 1 in the

rath place and zeros elsewhere. We define A to be the direct sum of the

F-spaces K and N. To make A into an algebra, we define multiplica-

tion as follows:

(1) For elements in K, multiplication is the field multiplication.

(2) For elements in N, we define N2 = 0.

(3) For k(E.K and r= ^Z^nftGA7 (where the kn are in K and all

but a finite number are zero), we define kr= ^(¿¿„)en.

(4) For each j = l, 2, ■ • • , let tr¿ be the F-automorphism of the

field K such that <ry(fn) =f2+1, for each ra. Then for every kÇ_K we

define ejk=Ojik)e¡.

(5) Lastly if r = 2^,-ftGA, we define rk— 2^1kj0-jik)ej.
It can be shown that A is then an algebra over F having an identity

element, namely the identity element of K, and that A7 is the radical

of A. Also A/N is isomorphic to K and A =K®N is a cleaving of A.
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We shall now give another cleaving of A. For each non-negative

integer «, we define r„= X/j'(fnCy — e£n), which is an element of

N. By an obvious induction on q, we find that (f„—rn)2" =Ç2nq

— ^j(?B*ej —gjfn*), from which it follows that f„ — r„ is a primi-

tive 2n+1th root of unity. For each « we consider the field

Kt = F(Ç1-r1, f2-r2, • • • , f.-r.) and let X* = UBB_0 JSj, where

KZ = F. Then for each «, Kn®N = K„'®N, and A=K*@N.

Now let sÇAT and consider (l+s)f„(l—s). This is a (primitive)

2n+1th root of unity. Hence if it lies in K*, it must be a power, say

the mth, of fn — r„, that is, (fn —r„)m=f„—(£"ns —sf„). Taking cosets

mod N, we have that f™=f„, hence also (f„— r„)m=fn — r„. Thus we

have £»s—s£»=f». If we write 5= ¿^ye,, with kjEK, we have from

this that Çnkj-kjO-jtfn) =Çn-<Tj(tn), j-1, 2, ■ • -, that is, ¿"„¿¿(1-f?)
=fn(l—f?). If já«, 1— fíf 5^0, so k,-=í. However, since Nconsists of

the No-tuples with only a finite number of nonzero terms, this shows

that if sEN, the isomorphism k-^(l+s)k(l—s) cannot map every

f„ into K*. Hence, A =K@N = K*®N are two nonconjugate cleav-

ings of A.
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